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We have used neutron spectroscopy to investigate the spin dynamics of the quantum (S = 1/2)
antiferromagnetic Ising chains in RbCoCl3. The structure and magnetic interactions in this material
conspire to produce two magnetic phase transitions at low temperatures, presenting an ideal op-
portunity for thermal control of the chain environment. The high-resolution spectra we measure of
two-domain-wall excitations therefore characterize precisely both the continuum response of isolated
chains and the “Zeeman-ladder” bound states of chains in three different effective staggered fields
in one and the same material. We apply an extended Matsubara formalism to obtain a quantita-
tive description of the entire dataset, Monte Carlo simulations to interpret the magnetic order, and
finite-temperature DMRG calculations to fit the spectral features of all three phases.
Quantum systems that display one-dimensional (1D)
nature [1] and Ising exchange [2] exhibit a very rich va-
riety of phenomena. These include a gapped excitation
continuum [3–5], excited bound states with emergent E8
symmetry [6], quantum criticality [7–9], and topological
excitations [10]. Recent intense interest in coupled Ising-
chain physics was sparked by the ferromagnetic (FM)
material CoNb2O6 [6, 11–13], whose spectrum of mag-
netic excitations is divided between a kinetic bound state
and a two-domain-wall continuum, which itself splits into
confined (E8) bound states. The antiferromagnetic (AF)
ACo2V2O8 (A = Ba, Sr) compounds [14–17] have spi-
ralling Ising chains with significant Heisenberg interac-
tions, not only separating the transverse and longitudinal
bound-state excitations [18, 19] but also realizing both
uniform and staggered, longitudinal and transverse ap-
plied fields [15] in which to measure different types of
bound state and critical behavior [10, 20–22]. However,
both the response of a truly decoupled Ising chain and
distinguishing the temperature dependences of all these
features remain as challenging problems.
A paradigm for Ising-chain physics is provided by the
ACoX3 hexagonal perovskites [space group P63/mmc,
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], which include CsCoCl3
[3, 4, 23–25], CsCoBr3 [4, 5, 23, 24], RbCoCl3 [24, 26],
and TlCoCl3 [27]. Their in-chain interactions are AF and
their spectra provided early examples of the continuum
arising from pairs of moving domain walls (also referred
to as “kinks” and “solitons”). Their special feature is
that the Ising chains form a triangular lattice [Fig. 1(b)],
frustrating the AF interchain interactions. They typi-
cally show two magnetic ordering transitions, which in
RbCoCl3 occur at TN1 = 28 K and TN2 = 12 K [28].
Thus, in contrast to CoNb2O6 and ACo2V2O8, differ-
ent chains experience different environments at different
temperatures. Treating the neighboring chains as an ef-
fective staggered field, when this is zero one expects the
spectrum of the isolated chain, a continuum with cosinu-
soidal boundaries [29], whereas for finite staggered fields
the spectrum is a Zeeman ladder of bound states [30].
In this Letter, we study the magnetic excitations of
RbCoCl3 in unprecedented detail by combining state-of-
the-art instrumentation for neutron spectroscopy with a
systematic thermal control of the different effective-field
contributions. This allows an unambiguous separation of
isolated-chain and staggered-field physics. Rising tem-
perature causes both a band-narrowing and a broaden-
ing of bound and continuum features, as well as strong
changes to the interchain coupling effects. These we ex-
plain by combining an extended Matsubara description
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of chains in RbCoCl3.
The Co2+ ions (blue) are embedded in Cl− antiprisms (light
green), an environment in which their ground state is an Ising
doublet. The resulting effective S = 1/2 spins (red arrows)
order antiferromagnetically along the c axis. The yellow el-
lipse denotes a pair of interacting domain walls. (b) Trian-
gular lattice of chains in RbCoCl3. (c) Scattered intensity,
S( ~Q, ω), measured at 35 K. (d) S( ~Q, ω) calculated by com-
bining DMRG results with extended Matsubara analysis (see
text). Dotted orange lines mark the edges of the continuum;
the solid orange line marks the bound mode that separates
from the continuum due to the interaction J2 [panel (a)].
Three high-quality RbCoCl3 single crystals of total
mass 7.6 g were grown by the Bridgman technique in a
moving vertical furnace [28] and coaligned in the (HHL)
plane. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments were per-
formed on the direct-geometry time-of-flight spectrome-
ter LET (ISIS, UK) [31]. High-statistics data were col-
lected with incident energy Ei = 25 meV and (00L) per-
pendicular to the incident beam, at temperatures of 4,
18, and 35 K, i.e. in each magnetically ordered phase and
above both. Lower-statistics data were collected at 8 K,
10.5 K, and 23 K with Ei = 20 meV. The data were cor-
rected for detector efficiency and outgoing-to-incoming
wave-vector ratio, kf/ki, using the program MANTID
[32]. Data sets for the scattered intensity, S( ~Q, ω), were
analyzed with the HORACE software package [33].
We begin with an overview of the experimental data,
which are shown in Fig. 1(c), Figs. 2(a,c,d), Figs. 3(a,c,d),
and Figs. 4(a,b). First, we identify a band of excitations
in the one-spin-flip (two-domain-wall) sector with a spin
gap of 11 meV and a cosinusoidal dispersion [Fig. 1(c)].
Second, our measurements confirm the strongly 1D na-
ture of RbCoCl3, as shown in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental
Material (SM) [34]. All data presented here were there-
fore averaged over H and K and binned as functions of
the energy transfer and the momentum along L. In de-
tail, the width of the band we observe at 35 K [Fig. 1(c)]
far exceeds the instrumental resolution and its line shape
[Fig. 4(a)] suggests a continuum. The spectrum sharp-
ens at 18 K [Fig. 3(a)], presenting more lines with more
intensity and less broadening [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. At 4
K, the scattered intensity splits clearly into two different
types of feature [Fig. 2(a)], a continuum [Fig. 2(c)] whose
maximum disperses between 11 and 13.5 meV and a set of
resolution-limited modes, the Zeeman ladder, whose low-
est member [Fig. 2(d)] disperses between 12.5 and 14.5
meV. It is evident that thermal effects go beyond a sim-
ple line-broadening and include effective control of the
staggered field due to the different 3D ordered phases.
To illustrate the influence of magnetic order on the
measured Ising-chain dynamics, we have implemented a
Cluster Heat Bath (CHB) Monte Carlo algorithm, as de-
tailed in Sec. S2 of the SM [34]. Developed originally for
studies of ACoX3 compounds [38–40], CHB simulations
below TN2 show well-ordered chains aligning to form do-
mains of ferrimagnetic (FI) “honeycomb” planar order
[40, 41], represented in the inset of Fig. 2(c). Interchain
interactions are dominated by the nearest-neighbor (nn)
AF coupling, Jnn [Fig. 1(b)], whose frustration leads to
a massive degeneracy, and the FI order is selected by a
weak FM next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) term, Jnnn [41].
The partially disordered AF (PDAF) [25, 41] state be-
tween TN2 and TN1 is characterized primarily by a de-
crease in FI interchain order [inset, Fig. 3(c)], while the
staggered magnetization within each chain is also im-
pacted weakly [28] by thermally excited domain walls
[42]. Although 3D order is lost above TN1, both suscep-
tibility and diffuse scattering measurements [28] suggest
that anomalously slow short-range correlations persist up
to 60–80 K, and we will quantify this effect.
The Hamiltonian of a single Ising-Heisenberg chain
































where |J2|  J1, 1  1, and hj is the effective staggered
field due to magnetic order. For this class of compounds,
J2 is thought to be FM [24]. An alternative approach
[25] using only nn terms and including an anisotropic
splitting of the Co2+ Kramers doublet is also thought [43]
to provide a complete treatment of the orbital terms.
In this formalism, which we term the “Matsubara
framework,” the matrix elements of Eq. (1) expressed
3FIG. 2. (a) S( ~Q, ω) measured at 4 K. (b) S( ~Q, ω) cal-
culated in Matsubara formalism (MF) with the parameters
in the text. Orange lines as in Fig. 1(d). Red lines show
the bound-state excitations of the Zeeman ladder. (c) and
(d) S( ~Q, ω) at 4 K (black symbols) integrated over windows
−1.05 < L < −0.95 (c) and −0.55 < L < −0.45 (d). Red
lines show optimized fits obtained by summing contributions
from chains in different effective fields (blue-to-green lines).
These panels are enlarged in Fig. S5 of the SM [34]. The
inset in panel (c) shows a typical planar spin configuration,
dominated by FI domains, obtained from CHB Monte Carlo
simulations at T < TN2; black hexagons denote up-spins and
white down-spins.
in terms of the separation, ν, of two domain walls are
〈1|H( ~Q)|1〉 = 2J1(1 + 21) + 2J2[1− 2 cos (2piL)] + h,
〈ν|H( ~Q)|ν〉 = 2J1(1 + 3221) + 4J2 + νh,
〈ν|H( ~Q)|ν ± 2〉 = 1J1 (1 + e∓2ipiL),
〈ν|H( ~Q)|ν ± 4〉 = − 1221J1 (1 + e∓4ipiL), (2)
and 〈ν|H( ~Q)|ν′〉 = 0 otherwise [24, 29, 43]. As noted
above, the spectrum of this Hamiltonian forms a con-
tinuum when h = 0 [dashed orange lines in Figs. 1(d),
2(b), and 3(b)] and a Zeeman ladder when h > 0. With
h = 0 but J2 non-zero, an additional bound mode sepa-
rates from the continuum around half-integer values of L
[solid orange lines], while the intensity in the continuum
shifts towards its lower edge. By calculating the spectral
weights from the Green function [29], the full dynamical
structure factor shown in Fig. 2(b) was computed using
Eq. (1) with the parameters discussed below.
Because Jnnn is much smaller than the instrumental
resolution, at 4 K we model the effective staggered field
by taking h = mJnn with m ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6}. For perfect FI
order, 2/3 of the sites experience a vanishing field, h = 0,
and 1/3 a field h = 6Jnn; in practice, planar domain
boundaries between different FI regions [inset Fig. 2(c)]
produce small numbers of chains subject to the two in-
termediate fields. At 18 K, the PDAF regime presents
a mix of all four staggered fields [inset Fig. 3(c)]. At 35
K, more detailed considerations are required as the chain
environment becomes increasingly random.
Concerning in-chain dynamics at finite temperatures,
the domain-wall pair excited by the scattered neutron
is itself scattered by thermally excited domain walls
[39, 42]. This increases the effective localization of
both continuum and bound modes, as well as reduc-
ing their lifetimes, which changes the line shapes into
Voigt functions with a constant Gaussian width of 0.32
meV (FWHM instrument resolution) and a temperature-
dependent Lorentzian width, Γ(T ), which we take to be
~Q-independent. In the Matsubara framework we model
the band-flattening due to the increased localization by a
temperature-driven decrease of 1 in Eq. (1) [44], taking
2 as a constant. Below we compute the spectral func-
tions at all temperatures from DMRG calculations based
only on the low-T parameters, and use the effective Γ(T )
and 1(T ) as an aid to physical interpretation.
A fully quantitative account of continuum and bound-
state energies, of line shapes, and of the overall scattered
intensities [color contours in Figs. 2(b), 3(b), and 1(b)]
is obtained with the parameter values J1 = 5.89(1) meV,
J2 = −0.518(1) meV, Jnn = 0.129(1) meV, and 2 =
0.605(1), valid at all temperatures, and with 1(T ) =
0.126(1) at 4K, 0.112(1) at 18 K, and 0.101(2) at 35 K
[Fig. 4(c)]; Γ(T ) = 0.102(8) meV at 4 K and 0.25(1) meV
at 18 K [Fig. 4(d)], and is not defined at 35 K (below).
Figure 4(e) shows the optimized weights associated with
chains in different effective fields at each temperature.
The separation of isolated-chain from staggered-field
physics is clearest at 4 K [Fig. 2(a)]. The former is re-
sponsible for the 11 meV peak in Fig. 2(c), whose con-
tinuum tail extends to 17 meV, and the latter, with
h = 6Jnn, for the sharp mode at 12.5 meV. The sepa-
ration of these two primary contributions is emphasized
by the small Γ and the near-absence of the intermediate
staggered fields. We fit the relative weights of the stag-
gered fields as 67(3), 3(3), 0(3), and 31(3)% for h from 0
to 6Jnn, and thus the 0 and 6Jnn components are rather
close to the ideal 2:1 ratio of the FI phase.
The most marked difference at 18 K [Fig. 3] is the
strong shift towards contributions from the staggered
fields 2Jnn and 4Jnn, whose spectra overlap due both
to their proximity in energy and to the increased Γ. The
4FIG. 3. (a) S( ~Q, ω) measured at 18 K. (b) S( ~Q, ω) calculated
by DMRG. Orange lines as in Fig. 1(d). (c) and (d) Integrated
scattered intensities following the conventions of Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d). These panels are enlarged in Fig. S5 [34]. The inset
in panel (c) shows a typical planar spin configuration in the
PDAF phase from CHB Monte Carlo.
populations of the four staggered fields are 39(5), 35(5),
27(5), and 0(5)%, which lie close to our optimal CHB
Monte Carlo results of 39, 35, 20, and 6%.
Finally, at 35 K one may expect interchain correla-
tions to be lost and the scattering to be dominated by
isolated-chain physics, as suggested by Fig. 1(c). How-
ever, in Fig. 4(a) it is clear that the isolated chain cannot
provide an acceptable fit. To model the effects of thermal
disorder, both in localizing the in-chain dynamics and in
randomizing the chain environment, we have conducted
Monte Carlo simulations of different static domain-wall
distributions within the Matsubara framework, as de-
scribed in Sec. S5 of the SM [34]. Qualitatively, we find a
broadening dictated by 2Jnn, that becomes independent
of the chain-length distribution, and a shift of weight to-
wards the band center that again is a localization effect
reproduced using 1. Quantitatively, however, a defini-
tive fit of the 35 K data would require a systematic ac-
count of domain-wall dynamics.
For such a microscopic analysis of combined quan-
tum and thermal fluctuations in the Ising chain, we
have performed time-dependent DMRG calculations [45,
46] to obtain the finite-temperature spectral functions,
FIG. 4. (a) and (b) Integrated scattered intensities at 35
K following the conventions of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Red lines
show fits combining DMRG for the isolated chain (solid blue)
and Matsubara-framework modelling of coupled chains with
static thermal disorder (dashed black lines). (c) Effective
1(T ), with circles (squares) from fits to high- (low-)statistics
datasets. (d) Effective Lorentzian width, Γ(T ). (e) Integrated
intensity associated with each staggered field at 4 K and 18 K,
taken from DMRG fits; at 35 K we distinguish the intensity
(blue) associated with the isolated-chain response from that
(white) due to chains in thermally disordered effective fields.
S( ~Q, ω, T ), as described in Sec. S3 of the SM [34]. The
spatial and temporal evolution of a spin-flip excitation
was computed for 512-site chains and a linear predic-
tion method [47] used to access long effective times de-
spite rapid entanglement growth at the higher tempera-
tures. At 4 K we obtain the optimized DMRG param-
eters J1 = 5.86 meV, J2 = −0.576 meV, Jnn = 0.128
meV, 1 = 0.126, and 2 = 0.559. By including the
different staggered fields and the instrumental resolu-
tion, we obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 2(b), where
the DMRG and extended Matsubara results are indistin-
guishable. For a quantitative visualization of the accu-
racy with which the experimental peaks and line shapes
are reproduced, the DMRG results for all staggered fields
are also shown as the solid blue-to-green lines in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d), and in detail in Sec. S4 [34].
DMRG captures all of the thermal broadening effects
arising from domain-wall scattering in a single chain. As
Fig. 3 makes clear, this provides an excellent account of
the 18 K spectrum in all its details, although the fitted
chain population distribution of 35, 27, 28, and 10% is
5somewhat different from the less-constrained Matsubara
fit (Sec. S4 [34]). At 35 K, where the approximation of
chains in a well-ordered staggered field is no longer ap-
propriate, we use our DMRG results for the scattered
intensity, I0(ω), of the isolated chain to reproduce the
contributions of chains decoupled from their neighbors
by thermal fluctuations. In combination with the contri-
bution of chains coupled by the random fields of a ther-
mal distribution of static domain walls, which as above
we model in the Matsubara framework, our optimal fit to
the measured intensity [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] reveals that
approximately 63(5)% of the spectral weight, marked in
white in Fig. 4(e), is contributed by chain segments in
non-vanishing effective fields (Sec. S5 [34]). Thus we
quantify the extent to which interchain correlations re-
main important at T > TN1 [28], i.e. close to but above
the regime of finite long-range order.
We comment that higher modes of the Zeeman ladder
are observed in the spectrum between 15 and 18 meV.
These are rather sharp at 4 K [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] but
broad and weak at 18 K [Fig. 3(a)]. In our Matsubara and
DMRG results [Fig. 2(b)], these modes are present with
approximately the measured position, but their disper-
sion and intensity cannot be fitted with the same quanti-
tative accuracy as the other spectral features. This sug-
gests that higher-energy corrections [25] or an RPA-type
extension of the Matsubara formalism may be required.
To summarize, we have studied both the continuum
and the bound-state excitations of the quasi-1D AF Ising
chain in a single material, RbCoCl3. By using tempera-
ture to control the type of 3D magnetic order, we mea-
sure the dynamical response in different effective mag-
netic fields. We model the continuum of the isolated
chain, the Zeeman ladders in all staggered fields, and the
broad response in thermally randomized fields by an an-
alytical domain-wall formalism and by DMRG, to obtain
a quantitative description of the spectrum in each of the
temperature regimes investigated. Our results constitute
a frontier in exploring the finite-temperature response of
quantum spin systems and highlight the need for system-
atic theoretical methods to treat this problem in 3D.
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7Supplemental Material for ”Thermal Control of Spin Excitations
in the Coupled Ising-Chain Material RbCoCl3”
M. Mena, N. Ha¨nni, S. Ward, E. Hirtenlechner, R. Bewley, C. Hubig,
U. Schollwo¨ck, B. Normand, K. W. Kra¨mer, D. F. McMorrow, and Ch. Ru¨egg
S1. One-Dimensional Nature of RbCoCl3
To justify the statement made in the main text that
RbCoCl3 is a very one-dimensional (1D) magnetic sys-
tem, in Fig. S1 we show representative cuts of our scat-
tered intensity data for ~Q in the H direction with two
choices of L. The broad lower and narrow upper ex-
citations correspond respectively to the continuum and
lowest bound-state features visible in Fig. 4 of the main
text. The extremely flat dispersion in both normal di-
rections is best modelled by a constant energy, i.e. any
H- or K-dependence of the dispersion is smaller than the
instrumental resolution.
S2. Cluster Heat Bath Monte Carlo Simulations
The Cluster Heat Bath (CHB) algorithm is a Monte-
Carlo method that was developed specifically for sim-
ulating quasi-1D Ising compounds. In contrast to the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, in which one spin is
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(b) L = − 0.5
FIG. S1. Dynamical structure factors, S( ~Q, ω), measured at
4 K for scattering vectors perpendicular to the chain direction.
The intensity is integrated over the windows (a) −1.05 < L <
−0.95 r.l.u. and (b) −0.55 < L < −0.45 r.l.u. The red lines
are guides to the eye.
to the broad family of cluster methods, where blocks of
many spins may be rearranged at each step. For the
coupled Ising system, entire spin chains are flipped to
achieve a configuration where every chain is in equilib-
rium (according to the Boltzmann distribution) with its
environment at each step. This method has been used
to reproduce closely the magnetic phase transitions of
CsCoBr3 and CsCoCl3 and in the present study we have
followed the work of Refs. [38–40].
Here we use CHB simulations in order to gain qualita-
tive insight into and semi-quantitative comparisons with
our experimental results. Specifically, we wish to illus-
FIG. S2. Snapshots of spin configurations obtained from
CHB simulations at temperatures corresponding to (a) 4 K
and (b) 18 K in RbCoCl3. Each hexagon represents a site
in a single plane of the triangular lattice of antiferromagnet-
ically coupled Ising chains, which have in addition a weak
ferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor interaction. Black and
white colors represent opposing directions of the staggered
Ising order. (c) Fully random chain configuration.
8trate the qualitative nature of the two ordered phases,
shown in the insets of Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) of the main
text, and to verify quantitatively the population factors,
obtained by fitting the dynamical structure factor at each
temperature, of chains subject to the different possible ef-
fective staggered fields. The CHB spin structure can also
be used to simulate a quasi-elastic scattering signal for
comparison with experimental observations [28], which
show both sharp and broad temperature-dependent com-
ponents. We have performed simulations, using the in-
teraction parameters of the main text augmented by the
value Jnnn = −Jnn/10, on lattices of 120×120×5000
spins for up to 8000 steps. During even-numbered steps,
10 conventional CHB operations took place on randomly
chosen chains (i.e. ten individual chains were flipped),
while on odd-numbered steps flipping operations were al-
lowed on loops of chains (of different, random lengths).
The temperature of the system was lowered during the
8000 cycles, in a manner similar to simulated annealing,
until the target temperature was obtained.
Figures S2(a) and S2(b) show examples of equilibrated
spin configurations in a single plane obtained for tem-
peratures corresponding respectively to 4 and 18 K in
RbCoCl3. These are more extended versions of the fig-
ures shown in the insets of Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) of the main
text. It is clear at 4 K [Fig. S2(a)] that significant do-
mains of the system attain a well-ordered “honeycomb”
pattern, in which 1/3 of the chains have a maximal net
staggered field (6Jnn) while on 2/3 of them the field can-
cels. The contribution of other chain configurations is
confined to the domain walls, which despite the rather
weak Jnn in RbCoCl3 are relatively sparse at 4 K. At
intermediate temperatures [Fig. S2(b)], the domains are
strongly disordered and the chains are correlated later-
ally only over rather short ranges, giving a distribution
in which the staggered fields 2Jnn and 4Jnn have sig-
nificant representation, whereas 6Jnn becomes much less
likely. For reference we show in Fig. S2(c) a completely
random planar spin configuration.
S3. Finite-temperature DMRG
For a microscopic understanding of temperature effects
in the Ising spin chain, which in the extended Matsubara
framework we described by effective parameters 1(T )
and Γ(T ), we have performed time-dependent DMRG
calculations at finite temperatures to obtain the full spec-
tral functions. The spin system is represented in a basis
of matrix-product states (MPS) [45, 46], in which the
mixed states at finite temperatures are represented by a
purification approach where their grand-canonical ther-
mal density matrices are expressed in a doubled basis
containing auxiliary variables [35, 47]. We computed the
time evolution of a spin-flip excitation using the two-site























0.3 (b) L = − 0.5
FIG. S3. S( ~Q, ω) calculated by DMRG for the isolated Ising
chain using the T = 0 interaction parameters of RbCoCl3 with
the instrumental broadening, σ = 0.32 meV, at temperatures
of 4, 18, and 35 K for (a) L = −1 and (b) L = −0.5.
bination with the appropriate “near-optimal” auxiliary
space transformation of Ref. [37].
Time evolution by repeated application of matrix oper-
ators causes a growth in information, and one of the pri-
mary attributes of the MPS formalism is to allow a sys-
tematic truncation of this information to fit the available
computational resources. Physically, the problem of en-
tanglement growth sets the limits in both time and space
where a correlation function may be calculated with ac-
ceptable numerical precision. We have performed calcu-
lations for chain lengths up to L = 512 physical sites
(1024 including auxiliary sites), finding these sufficient
to exclude finite-size effects in the starting state in all
cases. At T = 4 K, the growth of entanglement is not
significant on the timescale over which excitations prop-
agate across the finite system, and hence it is the system
size that limits the maximum attainable time.
At T = 18 K and T = 35 K, the entanglement growth
is more rapid, and this limits the maximum attainable
time to tmax ≈ 70 in units of 1/2J1 [Eq. (1) of the main
text], where we set the criterion of numerical precision
to be a maximal discarded weight of χ2 = 10−8. How-
ever, one may then extend the computed data in time,
for which the linear prediction method of Ref. [47] is par-
ticularly well suited when the finite temperature induces
an exponential decay of the real-time correlators, as in
the present problem. Optimizing the parameters of this
interpolation scheme allowed us to stabilize the linear
prediction for all momentum values and hence to reach
large effective times, tpredmax ≈ 2000. We then evaluated the
dynamical response function, S( ~Q, ω, T ), by two Fourier
transformations of the DMRG correlation functions in
9real space and time.
Figure S3 illustrates the results of our DMRG calcu-
lations for the case of an isolated chain (zero staggered
field) at temperatures of 4, 18, and 35 K. The parame-
ters J1, J2, and 2 are as given in the main text and Ta-
ble S1, and we have included a broadening equivalent to
the instrumental resolution of 0.32 meV. We stress that
1 = 0.126 meV is fixed to its low-temperature value in
all cases, i.e. it is not being changed as it is in our Mat-
subara procedure. Thus the fact that the peak in the
continuum contribution at L = −1 moves up in energy
with increasing temperature [Fig. S3(a)], signalling an
effective band-narrowing, is an intrinsic consequence of
the DMRG calculations capturing the effects of increased
scattering processes involving thermally excited domain
walls that are fully dynamical. We note that this intrinsic
band-narrowing is smaller than the effective one provid-
ing optimal fits in the Matsubara framework, pointing to
the need for a deeper investigation of dynamical domain-
wall processes that lies beyond the scope of our present
study. The L = −0.5 peak [Fig. S3(b)] is located near
the band center and shows only a very weak downward
trend with increasing temperature.
On the technical side, the weak oscillation in the 18
K data is a numerical artifact of the limited tmax that is
often suppressed by introducing a large effective broad-
ening (analogous to the parameter Γ in the main text).
Here we have investigated different broadening schemes,
but guided by the physics we maintain the instrumental
broadening, σ = 0.32 meV. In this way we do not ob-
scure the intrinsic dynamical response, particularly the
discrete Zeeman-ladder peaks in finite staggered fields
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the main text and repeated in
Sec. S4. As a consequence, the oscillation in the 18 K
data in Fig. S3(a) is not eliminated completely, and its
presence contributes percent-level errors in our DMRG
intensity fits (Table S2) at this temperature; however,
the line shape of the 35 K data takes its intrinsic form
and this is important to our estimate of interchain cor-
relations above TN1 (Sec. S5).
S4. Data and Fitting Comparisons: Ordered Phases
Here we show in full detail the comparison between our
calculations within the extended Matsubara formalism
and by DMRG, as well as the comparison of both with the
spectral data measured at low (T < TN2) and intermedi-
ate temperatures (TN2 < T < TN1). The unique feature
of the ACoX3 materials is that, in both the fully ordered
and the partially disordered antiferromagnetic phases,
they allow the investigation of Ising chains subject to
different effective staggered fields within a single mate-
rial. This treatment assumes that the individual Ising
chains remain as well-ordered clusters up to TN1, leading
















































FIG. S4. Comparison between calculations of the dynami-
cal structure factor, S( ~Q, ω), performed within the extended
Matsubara formalism (a,c) and by DMRG (b,d). Results are
shown for the two temperatures at which detailed experimen-
tal data were gathered in the two ordered phases, namely 4
K (a,b) and 18 K (c,d).
correlations are weakened by the rising temperature. In
Sec. S5 we will demonstrate that this assumption, which
is also exploited in CHB simulations, is well justified at 18
K. By contrast, at T > TN1 the loss of chain order due to
thermal domain-wall formation becomes significant and
an alternative treatment is required.
In Fig. S4 we show the full spectra obtained by ex-
tended Matsubara and by DMRG calculations. We note
that Figs. S4(a) and S4(d) are the same, respectively, as
Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) of the main text. While it is not
surprising that both calculations reproduce the 4 K data
rather well [Figs. S4(a) and S4(b)], this does demonstrate
both that the Matsubara framework captures the pri-
mary physics of the system and that the DMRG methods
are well within their numerical capabilities.
At 18 K, in the partially disordered antiferromagnetic
phase, the level of agreement is non-trivial. In the ex-
tended Matsubara formalism, the fit to the data can,
as discussed in the main text, be achieved by allowing
only two of the six parameters to have a temperature-
dependence, one affecting the band width and one the
line width. By contrast, in DMRG there are no free pa-
rameters and both effects are intrinsic. Table S1 shows
a comparison between the fitting results we obtain from
the two procedures: there is close agreement on J1 and
Jnn, some discrepancy in the next-neighbor parameters
J2 and 2, and of course the difference in treatment of
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(d) T = 18 K
FIG. S5. Staggered-field contributions to the dynamical
structure factor, S( ~Q, ω). Measured intensities (points) and
those calculated using both the extended Matsubara model
(dashed lines) and DMRG (solid lines) are integrated over
the ~Q windows −1.05 < L < −0.95 r.l.u. (a,c) and −0.55 <
L < −0.45 r.l.u. (b,d). Results are shown at temperatures of
4 K (a,b) and 18 K (c,d). The lines changing from blue to
green indicate the individual contributions of chains subject
to each of the possible staggered fields, mJnn with m = 0, 2,
4, or 6, and the red lines show their sum.
These results are predicated on two subsidiary calcula-
tions, namely the intensity contributions due to chains in
the different effective staggered fields and the weights of
each chain type in the final sum; we take only the latter
as free parameters. To show clearly the contributions of
the different types of chain (i.e. different staggered fields)
to the measured intensity, we have performed our calcula-
tions separately for staggered fields of 0, 2Jnn, 4Jnn, and
6Jnn. The results, displayed in Figs. S5(a,b) and S5(c,d),
show in full detail the respective panels of Figs. 2(c,d) and
3(c,d) of the main text. Both the energy levels of the
Matsubara DMRG
J1 [meV] 5.89 5.86
J2 [meV] −0.518 −0.576
Jnn [meV] 0.129 0.128
1 at 4 K 0.126 0.126
1 at 18 K 0.112 0.126
1 at 35 K 0.101 0.126
2 0.605 0.559
TABLE S1. Comparison of fitting parameters obtained from
the extended Matsubara Hamiltonian and from DMRG cal-
culations at 4 K and 18 K. Error bars are omitted.
Method T [K] I0 I2 I4 I6
Matsubara
4
67(3) 3(3) 0(3) 31(3)
DMRG 65(3) 3(3) 1(3) 31(3)
CHB 61(1) 6(1) 5(1) 28(1)
Matsubara
18
39(5) 35(5) 27(5) 0(5)
DMRG 35(5) 27(5) 28(5) 10(5)
CHB 39(1) 35(1) 20(1) 6(1)
TABLE S2. Comparison of chain population factors deduced
from extended Matsubara and DMRG calculations at 4 K and
18 K, and from CHB simulations on a system of 120×120
chains. Im is the percentage of the scattered weight that may
be ascribed to a chain in a staggered field h = mJnn. The
sum of the intensities may deviate from 100% due to rounding
effects. Because the measured S( ~Q, ω) datasets contain many
thousands of points, statistical errors in the fitting procedure
are of order 0.1%. The quoted error bars for Matsubara and
DMRG results represent the estimated systematic uncertain-
ties in the fitting process, and for CHB in the simulations.
Zeeman ladders and the corresponding intensities com-
puted within the extended Matsubara description and
by DMRG are equal with quantitative accuracy at 4 K.
However, it is clear at 18 K that the DMRG results do
not contain as much narrowing of the band width as that
optimizing the Matsubara fits, as a result of which the
Zeeman-ladder states are less strongly renormalized and
the weight factors appropriate to reproduce the measured
intensity, shown in Table S2, include stronger contribu-
tions from higher m. Nonetheless, these discrepancies
lie close to the systematic error bars on the fitted Im
percentages, and both fits are consistent with our CHB
simulations (Sec. S2). One may certainly conclude that
the treatment of neighboring chains in terms of an effec-
tive staggered field does provide an accurate reflection of
the response of the 3D system in its ordered phases.
S5. Data and modelling above TN1
For the discussion in Sec. S4 we excluded the high-
temperature regime. In the magnetically disordered
state, it is not appropriate to use a formalism based on
effective staggered magnetic fields, i.e. on long segments
of uniform interchain order. Nor, however, is it appro-
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priate to neglect all interchain interactions at tempera-
tures close to but above TN1 (Fig. 4(a) of the main text).
In this regime, thermally induced randomness appears
both in the chains, in the form of single thermal domain
walls, and between the chains, in a form that can be
modelled by an increasingly random effective field. In
the Matsubara framework, a single domain wall acts to
terminate each chain segment and we model the first ef-
fect by considering a static thermal distribution of do-
main walls, and hence of chain segment lengths, within a
Monte Carlo approach. By applying the same approach
to the neighboring chains, we also account for the second
effect. Here it is important to note that our DMRG cal-
culations, which are performed for a single chain at finite
temperatures, are computing the first of these two effects
for fully dynamic thermal domain walls.
In Figs. S6(a) and S6(b) we illustrate the results
of the Matsubara-based procedure for the parameters
of RbCoCl3 with a very low broadening (σ = 0.03
meV). For long average segment lengths, 〈n〉, at L =
−1 [Fig. S6(a)] the isolated-chain continuum and the
Zeeman-ladder peaks for all three finite values of m
are clearly discernible, along with faint signals for −m.
At L = −0.5 [Fig. S6(b)], where the modes are non-
dispersive, the intensities of the lowest modes of each
Zeeman ladder, which have separation 2Jnn, approach
a 1:6:15:20:15:6:1 distribution, while the higher modes
of all ladders are very weak. This regime is the basis
on which, by inspection of the data at 18 K (Fig. 3 of
the main text), one may conclude that the approach of
effective staggered fields remains well justified at that
temperature. As the density of thermal domain walls
increases, i.e. as 〈n〉 decreases, it is clear at L = −1
that the low-T features lose weight and that scattered-
intensity contributions appear at many different energies
as chain segments of all possible lengths contribute (in-
cluding those of only one and two spins). However, at
L = −0.5 all of these segments continue to contribute at
the same energies.
To model our 35 K data, we first restore the instru-
mental resolution, σ = 0.32 meV. As Figs. S6(c) and
S6(d) make clear, this causes all of the separate features
of the response at any average segment length to merge
into a single, broad peak. Somewhat surprisingly, the
shape of this feature, which at L = −1 is centered be-
tween the energies of the m = 0 and m = 2 peaks, be-
comes independent of 〈n〉. Thus although we cannot re-
late 〈n〉 directly to the temperature of the system, its
effects become irrelevant due to the combined effects of
the “splitting” 2Jnn and the instrumental broadening,
which establish the width of the broad feature. Its posi-
tion is controlled by the effective band-width parameter,
1, which may therefore be fixed with reasonable accuracy
using the experimental data. Beyond the fact that the
domain walls in our modelling procedure are static rather
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FIG. S6. Illustration of scattered intensities obtained by
Monte Carlo modelling within the Matsubara framework for
coupled chains in a thermally random effective field with the
average length, 〈n〉, of the Ising chain segments as the ad-
justable parameter. All parameters are those of the Matsub-
ara fit with effective band-width parameter 1 = 0.101. (a)
L = −1, σ = 0.03. (b) L = −0.5, σ = 0.03. (c) L = −1,
σ = 0.32. (d) L = −0.5, σ = 0.32. The lowest modes of each
Zeeman ladder are marked in panels (a) and (b) by “mJnn”
and ZL denotes higher Zeeman-ladder modes in panel (a).
effective 1, we expect the primary inaccuracy to lie in
the neglected effects of J2 across a thermal domain wall.
In this sense the physics of coupled Ising-chain systems
with thermal randomness poses a quantitative challenge
to more specialized theoretical and numerical techniques.
Returning again to our experiments, it was shown
clearly in the main text that, despite T exceeding TN1,
the scattered intensity at 35 K is far from that of chains
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FIG. S7. Thermal evolution of S( ~Q, ω, T ), shown by super-
posing datasets taken at all three temperatures. Measured
intensities (points) and those calculated using both the ex-
tended Matsubara model (dashed lines) and DMRG (solid
lines) are integrated over the ~Q windows (a) −1.05 < L <
−0.95 r.l.u. and (b) −0.55 < L < −0.45 r.l.u., and shown
with an offset of 15 for clarity. Solid lines show the fits dis-
cussed in Secs. S4 and S5.
To quantify the remaining interchain correlation effects,
we fit the intensity measured at 35 K to a weighted sum
of the isolated-chain response, taken from DMRG at 35
K, and the response of the thermally disordered system
with a realistic average segment length of 〈n〉 = 10 sites
and the value 1 = 0.101(2) given in Table S1. In this fit
we also include the actual energy and momentum steps
of the experimental data binning, which is responsible
for the discrepancy in shape between the smooth model
of Fig. S6(c) and the more discrete “disordered coupled
chains” response in Fig. 4(a) of the main text.
The results of this procedure, shown by the red lines in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) of the main text, indicate that approx-
imately 63% of the measured response can be ascribed to
residual interchain correlations, with a systematic error
of order 5%. Although this seems to be a surprisingly
large fraction, it should be borne in mind that essen-
tially all of the chains are correlated below TN1, which
is only 7 K lower, because with a random field there is
no longer any cancellation effect of the type determining
the response of 2/3 of the Ising chains in the FI phase.
As noted in the main text, susceptibility measurements
indicate that these correlations persist up to tempera-
tures around 80 K in RbCoCl3 while diffuse scattering
measurements [28] confirm their presence up to 60 K.
We now step back to consider the physics of the sys-
tem. In Fig. S7 we illustrate the evolution of the dy-
namical structure factor with temperature by compar-
ing the zone-center and zone-edge intensities at all three
measurement temperatures. This highlights the rapid
loss of the bound-state (staggered-field) contributions,
the broadening of both the continuum and the remaining
bound-state signals, and the upshift of the lower part of
the band that can be understood as a narrowing effect
due to the scattering of propagating domain-wall pairs
on thermally excited domain walls. Figure S7 allows a
clear visualization of the way in which the Matsubara
(domain-wall) description allows these changes to be cap-
tured by only two thermal parameters (for line width and
band width) and highlights the power of state-of-the-art
DMRG methods to compute the full response of 1D sys-
tems at finite temperatures and energies.
For perspective on our modelling of the 3D Ising
system, the Matsubara and DMRG methods are com-
plementary in that DMRG provides the fundamental
strongly correlated quantum physics, albeit at significant
computational expense, which makes it difficult to per-
form iterative fits of experimental data and prohibitive to
include randomness; the extended Matsubara (effective
Hamiltonian) framework is cheap and easy to apply for
iterative fitting, but its approximate inclusion of thermal
effects requires a benchmark that DMRG can provide.
